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Modelling the heliospheric transport of Jovian electrons by stochastic processes
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Abstract: The global modulation and transport of Jovian electrons is studied using a stochastic modulation model. The
model uses stochastic differential equations (SDEs) to solve the corresponding transport equation in 5 dimensions. Energy
spectra and radial intensity profiles are calculated for Jovian electrons, with and without the inclusion of galactic electrons
in the modulation model. We calculate the propagation time of Jovian electrons from their source to Earth and investigate
the effect of including the relative motion of the Jovian magnetosphere into the modulation which is not possible with
traditional finite difference modulation models.
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1 Introduction

Discovered during the Pioneer 10 Jupiter encounter (e.g.
[3]), Jovian electrons are the dominant cosmic ray (CR)
electron species in the inner heliosphere at low energies
(see e.g. [1, 2]). The transport of these electrons are usually
modelled by finite differences numerical schemes, solving
the well-known Parker [5] transport equation. We how-
ever use stochastic differential equations (SDEs) to solve
the relevant transport equation in 5D (see e.g. [6, 8]) and
study the transport of these particles. With the SDE ap-
proach applied, we also examine what additional insight
one might gain by using this numerical scheme.

2 The Modulation Model

As discussed in greater detail in [6], the time backwards
SDE approach is adopted to solve the relevant transport
equation. Here, an initial phase space point is selected
x0
i , i ∈ {r, θ, φ, E} at time s = 0, which evolves iteratively
according to the set of SDEs until a modulation boundary
is reached, i.e.

xj+1
i = xj

i +Δxj
i . (1)

For the present model, two boundaries are specified: Firstly
the heliopause (from which galactic electrons originate)
as well as the Jovian magnetosphere which serves as the
source of the Jovian electrons. Calculating the evolution of
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Figure 1: An illustration of how the relative position of
Jupiter is changed time dependently in the modulation
model.

a pseudo-particle iteratively (see the accompanying paper,
[8]) we define this particle to be of galactic origin when
it reaches the heliopause. If however, the pseudo-particle
ends up in the volume defined to be the Jovian magneto-
sphere, VJ , i.e. xe

i ∈ VJ at time s = e, the particle is de-
fined as a Jovian electron. For the Jovian magnetosphere,
we assume VJ to be the volume enclosed by a solid angle
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Figure 2: Calculated energy spectra for galactic and Jovian
electrons at Earth (taken from [6]).

while being centered on Jupiter. We also allow the position
of the Jovian magnetosphere to change time dependently
as illustrated in Fig. 1: At time s = 0 Jupiter is located at
e.g. φ0

J = 0 in the equatorial plane; this azimuthal position
is then changed time dependently as

φj+1
J = φj

J − ωJΔs (2)

with Δs the time increment used in the model and ωJ the
angular orbital velocity of Jupiter. A Jovian electron, re-
leased at O at s = 0, will thus reach the Jovian magneto-
sphere at some later time se while Jupiter has undergone an
azimuthal displacement of

ΔφJ = |φe
J − φ0

J |. (3)

The corresponding propagation time of this particle is then
simply calculated as τ = |s0 − se|.

3 Selected Results

Fig. 2, taken from [6], shows modelled energy spectra at
Earth, including both Jovian and galactic electrons into the
modulation model. The results are qualitatively similar to
those of previous Jovian transport studies (e.g. [2]) show-
ing how Jovian electrons dominate the galactic component
at low energies. Fig. 4 shows radial intensity profiles (at 4
MeV, in the equatorial plane), again for Jovian and galactic

Figure 3: Modelled Jovian electron intensities in the equa-
torial (top panel) and meridional (bottom panel) planes of
the heliosphere at 4 MeV.

electrons, both in the direction of Jupiter, as well as di-
rectly away from it. We note that Jovian electrons domi-
nate galactic electrons in the inner heliosphere at these low
energies, although galactic electrons become increasingly
dominant closer to the heliopause. Distinctive of the geom-
etry of the heliospheric magnetic field (HMF), we also note
four peaks in Jovian intensities, with the highest thereof
corresponding to the actual position of the Jovian magne-
tosphere, while the three lower peaks indicate crossings of
the HMF line connecting Jupiter with the Sun.
To illustrate the spatially 3D nature of Jovian electron
transport further, Fig. 3 shows calculated Jovian electron
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Figure 4: Radial intensity profiles of Jovian and galactic electrons at 4 MeV in the equatorial plane, as taken from [6].

Figure 5: The calculated relative motion of the Jovian magnetosphere during the integration process (left panel) and the
corresponding propagation times of Jovian electrons (right panel). The grey fills are for an observational point located at
Earth, while the black fill is for a point located at 50 AU in the equatorial plane.

intensities (normalized to 100% at the source) at 4 MeV
in both the equatorial (top panel) and meridional (bottom
panel) planes. The position of the Jovian magnetosphere is
indicated by the asterisk, while the dashed line in the top
panel shows the HMF line connecting Jupiter to the Sun.

To examine the effect of changing the azimuthal position
of Jupiter, the left panel of Fig. 5 shows ΔφJ for an ob-
servational point at Earth (grey fill) as well as an observa-
tional point located at 50 AU (black fill) in the equatorial
plane. For the point at Earth, the relative motion is negligi-
ble (ΔφJ ∼ 1◦), becoming increasingly important as one
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Figure 6: The effect of changing the azimuthal positions of Earth and Jupiter time-dependently on galactic and Jovian
intensities at Earth. The top panel shows the azimuthal positions of Jupiter and Earth as a function of time, while the
bottom panel shows the resulting galactic (circles, multiplied by 10) and Jovian intensities (triangles).

moves away from Jupiter (i.e. ΔφJ ∼ 20◦ at 50 AU). The
right panel of this figure shows the corresponding propa-
gation times for the same scenarios: The propagation time
for a Jovian electron to Earth is τ ∼ 7 days, increasing to
τ ∼ 220 days at an observational point at 50 AU.
Next, we test the model’s ability to reproduce the observed
∼ 13 month periodicity in low energy electron intensities
at Earth. In the top panel of Fig. 6, the azimuthal posi-
tion of Jupiter (as the Jovian electron source) and Earth (as
the observational point) is shown as a function of time as
used in the modulation model. The bottom panel shows
the resulting galactic (circles) and Jovian (triangles) elec-
tron intensities. As expected, the galactic electron intensi-
ties are insensitive to changing azimuthal geometry, as the
Parker [4] HMF, as used here, leads to azimuthal symme-
try for galactic CRs. The Jovian electrons however, are
very sensitive to the angular position of their source, with
the resulting intensities showing a ∼ 13 month periodicity.

4 Discussion

We have discussed and given selected results from our
newly developed 5D CR transport SDE model which in-
cludes the Jovian magnetosphere as source of the Jovian
electrons, in addition to galactic electrons. This is to our
knowledge the first SDE type model to include Jovian elec-

trons. Calculated energy spectra and radial profiles com-
pare well with previous finite differences numerical mod-
els. We can now, however, calculate for the first time the
propagation times of Jovian electrons, while also including
more complex (realistic) geometries for the Jovian magne-
tosphere than a simple point source. This makes SDEs a
powerful tool to study the transport of these electrons.
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